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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The safety assessment of a complex system requires the evaluation of several factors. The
purpose of this document is to provide the use cases that highlight these factors and allow the
choice of the optimal safety assesment criteria. First the safety requirements to assess are
presented and then these requirements are applied to real world scenarios in order to present the
challenges that the safety evaluator has to consider. In WP4.3, the techniques identified in WP4.1
will be tested on these use cases to verify their adequateness.
The choice of the uses cases is based on the coverage of the most common and representative
scenarios in the railway field.
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ABBREVIATIONS AND ACRONYMS
Acronyms

Definition

ATC

Automatic Train Control

ATO

Automatic Train Operation System

ATP

Automatic Train Protection

ERTMS

European Railway Traffic Management System

GSMR

Global System for Mobile communications - Railways

HEART

Human Error Assesment and Reduction Technique

HRA

Human Reliability Assesment

MA

Movement Authority

MTBF

Mean Time Between Failures

PHA

Preliminary Hazard Analysis

RBC

Radio Block Center

SIL

Safety Integrity Level

SR

Staff Responsible

SER

Signalling Equipment Room
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1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 WP4 OBJECTIVE
The WP4 is dealing with the management of the safety of the railway system. The main objective is
to manage the safety of the railway system based on the results of a risk assessment. The risk
assessment of the global system cannot be achieved using a single approach. The selection of the
most appropriate methods according to the kind of risk to consider is a key issue. A complete
screening of existing methods already used in the railway domain, or in others domains is a first
important step. The second step concerns the collection of input data needed for running the
different methods on some application cases. The main objective will be achieved by using the
results of the risk assessments on each application case to manage the safety level of each
situation in operation.

1.2 WP4.2 DELIVERABLE OBJECTIVE
This document describes the use cases that will be used in the WP4.3 to test and identify the best
approach to the safety assessment in the railway field.
In order to achieve this result in the next chapter, we first identify the basis of the safety
assessment that is the way in which we represent the safety requirements that should be
evaluated in the risk assessment.
Moreover, we then define a set of representative scenarios, based on the identification of the main
factors that can affect safety assessment, in order to cover the widest possible range of railway
applications.
For every use case we will provide the description, the basic and the faulty behaviour and the
safety choices that are questioned. In Deliverable 4.3 the analysis will fully evaluate these
scenarios to give answers to the safety questions.
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2. SAFETY REQUIREMENTS REPRESENTATION
The first step in a risk assessment is to consider how to express the safety requirements. Actually
a system can or cannot be considered acceptable in terms of safety on the basis of the parameters
and the values that are chosen to evaluate it. Consequently the risk assessment will depend on
these choices.
In the following, there is the description of the most common safety parameters coming from our
experience. One of these parameters, or a combination of them, will be used in the risk
assessments carried out in deliverable 4.3.


Equivalent casualties: every injuries in an accident are converted in casualties,



Risk budget: the risky events are evaluated not only on the total equivalent casualties but
also on the consequences of the single accident categories (from light injuries to multiple
casualties),



Cost: all the casualties are assigned a cost and the solutions are compared on the basis of
the whole cost,



System availability, where the availability of a system is strongly linked to the safety,



Time available to implement the measure, for systems already in passenger service.

2.1 EQUIVALENT CASUALTIES
The most common safety requirement representation is related to the maximum allowed yearly
casualties. However the safety does not relate only to fatal accident but should also consider
injures, even if minor; for this reason usually a major injury is considered as 1/10 of a casualty and
a minor injury as a 1/20 of a major injury [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden
werden.].
It is not very important to strictly define what is minor and what is major but to wisely use these
criteria in the evaluation. For instance, when assessing the impact of a low speed collision between
two trains, it is possible to consider that it will cause some major injuries (depending on the number
of passenger and speed) while a minor injury is a common evaluation of a sudden brake of a
metropolitan train where there are standing passengers.

2.2 RISK BUDGET
In some cases, the requirements do not only limit the number of casualties but may also include
the distribution of the risky events: minor injuries, major injuries, single casualties, multiple
casualties. For instance two different trends can be followed:


reduce the number of lightest accidents (if we consider a common requirement for a metro line
of 0,2 casualties per year we could have 20 accidents with a minor injury still respecting the
requirement that is hardly acceptable),



reduce the number of catastrophic events (the same requirement could be complied with by a
system with a 10% probability to have an accident inducing 50 casualties in 25 years of service
that, again, could be not quite acceptable).

A common risk budget will distribute the risk budget in the different categories with a logarithmic
trend like the one in the following figure (taken from internal ASTS documents related to the
Brescia Metro Line Project [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.] with
frequency of hazardous events on the y-axis and number of fatalities on the x-axis).
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Figure 1: GAMAB: risk profile [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]

2.3 COST
There are social and ethical issues in comparing costs with possible casualties; for this reason very
often the cost of a safety solution does not appear in the safety requirements. However in a more
pragmatic approach it is important to consider the cost budget of a project and to wisely use it to
choose the best solution that guarantees safety and functionalities.
As written in the EU “Guide to Cost-Benefit Analysis of Investment Projects Economic appraisal
tool for Cohesion Policy 2014-2020” December 2014 [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht
gefunden werden.], every time an investment decision has to be taken, one form or another of
weighting costs against benefits is involved, and some form of calculation over time is needed to
compare the former with the latter when they accrue in different years”.
In the evaluation of costs, a value for the single casualty should be fixed and the different solutions
are compared against this value. A typical value is one million dollar/euro/pound [Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.] but the exact value should be evaluated case by
case with the Safety Authorities.

2.4 SYSTEM AVAILABILITY
Usually safety and availability are contrasting requirements: in order to have a safer system we
add redundancies and subsystems that reduce the availability of the whole system. Moreover
whenever we have possible hazardous scenario we shut down the system making it unavailable.
However there are situations in which the unavailability of a subsystem directly impacts the safety
of a complete system (for instance protecting or alarming subsystems). In these cases
requirements on the availability are also safety requirements.

2.5 TIME
The time impacts on the safety requirement of a system in terms of its lifetime: usually the lifetime
is considered between 20 and 30 years but there are some cases in which the requirements can
be much longer or shorter. The risk assessment of a solution will then consider system lifetime.
A different time requirement impacting on safety happens whenever a possible unsafe scenario is
discovered in a system already in revenue service. In this case, the time to implement the solution
to protect the system is very important and a risk analysis should be made to evaluate the
maximum allowed one. If there is not enough time, the system must be put out of service.
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3. CHARACTERISTICS OF RAILWAY SCENARIOS
The railway field is characterized by a great variety of applications and scenarios. There are small
stations as well as big stations, relatively slow trains and last generation high speed trains, long
distance connections as well as metro lines with stations every 500 meters. It is obvious that all
these situations are very different and the evaluation of safety will have very different
characteristics. As the aim of the present document is to provide the most representative scenarios
for the complete field we have to identify main factors affecting them.
From our experience it is possible to identify several factors:
Factor

Description

Safety relevance

The impact on the safety of faulty behaviour of the system

Scale

Related to the number and complexity of the systems involved in a
scenario

Operator interaction

Drivers as well as traffic management operators

Passenger interaction

Different scenarios involve different and more or less manageable
passenger behaviours

National rules

For which the same scenario is ruled in different ways

Type of vehicle

Tram, metro or mainline trains

Operating mode

For instance maintenance, fully automatic driverless mode, manual mode,
etc.

Other factors

Speed of train, type of infrastructure as bridge or tunnel, age of the
system, etc.
Table 1: List of main factors affecting scenarios

The scenarios presented in the next chapter will consider many of these factors, in particular those
that, based on our experience, have been proved to be more relevant. In the following we will
provide more information on the impact of two of the most important factors: scale and human
interaction (including operator as well as passenger interactions)

3.1 SCALE
A railway application is often a combination of several subsystems interacting each other. There
are railway subsystems like track, vehicle, signalling, etc. and more generic subsystems like
telecommunication, fire alarm and management.
The scale of an application is related to the number and the complexity of these subsystems.
It is possible to identify three different levels:


Component, where the railway application is simple as a controller of a single component of
a complex system. This is the case for instance of a controller of a point machine, the
power supply of a signal, the set of monitors displaying the dynamic layout of the train in a
station,



Application, made by a variety of components (even thousands of them for instance in a
great railway station) that manage a complete system (a line or a station),
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Complete railway system, comprising controlling system and external interfaces with the
non-railway systems. It is the case of a metro line where there are tracks, interlocking,
trains but also ventilation, fire extinguish and telecom systems that should be managed in a
centralised way

3.2 HUMAN INTERACTION
In the identification of a railway scenario it is very important to consider, at every level, the
interactions of the system with operators, maintainers and passengers.
In particular we can distinguish the following scenarios:


Complete automatic system in the operational phase (for instance an operating point
machine),



System with human intervention in case of emergency (for instance a ventilation system
that should be activated and managed in presence of fire),



System normally operated by a human (on board controlling system with a driver),



System under maintenance, where the humans operate in a protected environment in order
to execute the maintenance procedure.

All these aspects impact the passengers (especially in the emergency scenarios) but it is
important also to consider the infrastructure (it is different to evacuate in tunnel, on a bridge or
on a double track pathway) and the door system (metro line with or without platform screen
door, single coach door of a train).
In order to assess how likely a process will fail based on the potential of human error, a human
reliability assessment (HRA) has to be undertaken addressing the following questions:
• Which types of human error may occur (e.g. action error, information retrieval error,
communication error, violation)?
• What is estimated probability of such errors being made?
• What factors may influence this probability (e.g. time pressure, stress, poor working
environment, low morale)?
• How can the identified human errors be prevented in the design or how can their impacts be
reduced by additional mitigating controls?
One example of method is HEART (Human Error Assessment and Reduction Technique)
described in [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.].
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4. RAILWAYS SCENARIOS
In order to satisfy the requirements of the previous chapters we have identified three different
scenarios: at component level, at application level and, finally, at a complete system level. We
have chosen scenarios where there are hazardous consequences for a failure and where there are
human interactions.
In particular we did not choose a scenario at component level but a scenario in which the
complexity of the system is at component level. Moreover we choose the faulty situation that
comes for our experiences of failure mode and effect analysis.
For every scenario there are several different analyses that are possible. We identified those at the
operator level requiring organisational choice: at this level the methods defined in deliverable 4.1
can provide a valid support for decision.

4.1 COMPONENT LEVEL
4.1.1 The signal controller
A basic element for the railway management of a line or a station is the signal.
There are various types of signal. We choose the most common signal that has one light
having three aspects:
-

red, yellow and green.

Figure 2: A typical railway signal
Usually this type of signal indicates to the train driver to stop (red signal), to proceed at
maximum allowed speed (green) or to decrease speed (yellow) in order to stop at the
following red signal.
If the driver passes a red signal there is a high probability that the train will not have a free
route to proceed or a braking distance to another train with the risk of a collision. Selecting
the correct aspect of a signal is critical for safety. For this reason there is electronic
PLASA-WP4-D-ANS-004-01
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equipment, designed to be safe, that selects the right command, sends it to the signal and
controls the right execution.
In the following figure we describe the main elements of this safety critical chain:
-

Interlocking system, that decide the route for all the trains and operates point machines
and signals in order to build and free a route,

-

Safety network, sending the command to the signal,

-

Device controller, that receive and decode the command and control the Power supply
and the right aspect to be sent to the signal,

-

The signal that selects the right colour and display it to the driver, formed by a series of
filters, a driver of the optical part and the lens through which the right light is shown on
the lamp.

The technical description and the main data for the evaluation are described in the
appendix A.

Station

Wayside

Interlocking

Device
controller

Power supply

Connecting cable

Input
filters

Drivers

Optical
lens

Signal
Figure 3: The signal and its interfaces

Figure 4: Signal and its wayside components
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4.1.2 Normal and faulty behaviour
In normal condition the interlocking sends a coded aspect to the signal that travels through the
telecommunication network, is decoded by the controller and displayed by the signal.
However every one of these elements can be affected by faulty condition:
a) Failure of the interlocking sending an erroneous command,
b) Corruption of the message in the telecommunication network,
c) Failure in the signal controller in decoding and selecting the right aspect
d) Failure in the signal in displaying the right colour.
In order to safely manage these failures we have a set of measures adopted in these systems. In
particular
a) The interlocking systems are based on safety architectures in which independent
microprocessor-based boards compute routes and signal aspects and compare the results.
In case of errors the comparator chooses the most restrictive aspect (usually red) and
sends it to the signal,
b) The message sent through the network is coded with a level of protection that is fixed by
the railway standards. In case of corrupted message the signal controller can decide to
retain the old status (for a limited amount of time) or to assign the most restrictive output,
c) The device controller is based on a safety architecture similar to the interlocking system.
However the behaviour can be different: if a problem arises in the comparison no output is
produced and the signal will display no light. The safety is assured by the driver that knows
there is a signal in that place and in case it is not lighted will consider the most restrictive
situation,
d) A signal is normally designed with a fail-safe criteria, that is if a failure happens the signal
will not show a wrong aspect but it will shut off. The safety is assured again by the driver.
In the evaluation we will consider c) and d) as they are not covered by the SIL4 principles.

4.1.3 Questions to assess
As we already stated the risk assessment of this scenario is at the operator level where the signals
are seen as a group of gates allowing trains to circulate on the line according to safety and
reliability requirements.
For the safety it is important to note that usually these devices come with a SIL4 certificate that
guarantees that any wrong side failure happens with a very low, acceptable frequency. In the case
of signals however the risk relies also on the lack of power supply shutting down the light. Even if
the driver will consider turned off signals as red, in low visibility conditions he could completely
miss the signal passing the red at danger. In order to evaluate this risk it is important to identify the
value for the following parameters (presented in Annex A):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

The number of signals on a line,
Their function related to the line or station layout,
The Mean Time Between Failures of the power supply,
The estimated failure rate for the driver in not recognising the presence of a signal,
The traffic on the line,
The effective duration of the fault, depending on the time needed to repair the signal.

PLASA-WP4-D-ANS-004-01
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For the reliability it is important to evaluate the impact on the line of such an event in order to
assess delays and the time the driver will conduct the train without the safety protection of
technological systems on the trains. The same parameter of the safety evaluation will be
considered.
Once the risk assessment has been conducted, the operator can consider equipping the line with a
more reliable signal, having more maintenance squad to reduce the time to repair or including
more redundancy.

4.2 APPLICATION LEVEL
4.2.1 The ERTMS On Board System
The ERTMS is a standard for building high speed lines that are interoperable: this means that a
train that is equipped with an ERTMS On Board System is able to travel in different countries
without changing signalling systems. The basic architecture of the ERTMS level 2 and 3 is
described in the figure.

Figure 5: Architecture of an ERTMS system
In this system a train is equipped with an on-board system that provides to the driver the maximum
allowed speed, the free route distance and protects the driver in case of overspeed. This
information is received by radio from another system, the Radio Block Center (RBC), which
controls a piece of line and calculates speed and distance for every train. It also computes
information of the route provided by the various interlocking systems, controlling stations and
intersections, and the position of the trains provided by the track circuits (in level 2 only).
The on-board system computes its own position reading the absolute coordinates of special
antennas, put on the track, called Eurobalises.

4.2.2 Normal and faulty behaviour
In normal condition the on-board system receives the maximum free distance (called Movement
Authority, MA) and calculates the safe speed profile and the maximum allowed speed in order to
stop the train at the end of the MA. However there are some possible faults:
a) The RBC makes a wrong calculation of the MA,
b) The GSMR network corrupts the MA message,
PLASA-WP4-D-ANS-004-01
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c) The on-board system fails in decoding the message or in calculating the correct speed,
d) The on board system loses the connection with the wayside system,
e) The on board system shut down and the driver has to conduct the train manually.
The faulty behaviour foreseen in these scenarios is the following
a) Like in the previous scenario the wayside systems are based on safety architectures in
which independent microprocessor-based boards compute the free routes and the MA
signal aspects and compare the results. In case of errors the wayside chooses the most
restrictive MA (could be zero or short) and sends it to the on board system,
b) The message sent through the network is coded with a level of protection that is fixed by
the railway standards. In case of corrupted message the signal controller can decide to
retain the old status (for a limited amount of time) or to assign the most restrictive output,
c) Also the on-board system is based on a safety architecture in which the message is
decoded and the MA is computed in a safety way. If an error occurs the most restrictive MA
is computed. If the message is corrupted it can be discarded,
d) If the connection is unreliable (more than a fixed number of messages arrive corrupted) we
can consider that the connection is lost. In this case after a fixed time the on-board system
will stop the train,
e) If the on-board system is unsafe than it will shut off and the driver will conduct the train
manually complying with the operative procedures.

4.2.3 Risk assessment of the time-out time
In the previous chapter we have seen that mitigation for most of the faulty behaviour is the use of
SIL4 system and safe connections. For this reason the only scenario to assess is the loss of
connection between on-board system and RBC.
In this case the mitigation is to promptly brake the train if the connection is lost in order to avoid the
risks connected to unsuspected events that could reduce the validity of the MA. The most
important event is the breaking of the rail whose frequency of occurrence is usually estimated as
10E-9h.
The goal of the assessment is to identify what is the time between the loss of the connection and
the brake. If we consider a time too short we will stop the train several time unnecessarily while if
we wait too long we will raise the risk of late response to an unexpected event. Thus a right
balance between unavailability and safety shall be found.
There are several parameters specifying this model:
a) The traffic on the line: higher traffic means higher probability of hazardous consequences of
a failure and an higher impact for a train stopping for lost connection,
b) The rate and the duration of faults in the communication systems. Actually whenever a fault
causes a short disruption this can be recovered by a small delay in stopping the train so the
behaviour of the system strongly depends on the characteristics of the fault.
The characteristics of the line will be described in appendix B while we will make a sensitive
analysis for the frequency and duration of telecommunication faults. In this way the risk analysis
will make a link between the time delay to brake and the characteristics of the communication
system.

PLASA-WP4-D-ANS-004-01
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4.3 SYSTEM LEVEL
4.3.1 The evacuation procedure in a driverless metro system
One of the most complex and complete railway system is a metro line operating in driverless mode
(i.e. without driver). In these systems the train is equipped with an Automatic Train Control (ATC)
system comprising:


an Automatic Train Operation system (ATO) that computes and manages speed, starts and
stops the trains, opens and closes the doors.



an Automatic Train Protection (ATP) that computes safety distance, controls the places
where the doors can be opened and that the speed is zero.

In this way the train is fully driven without an operator on-board.
The following figure 6 describes the ATC system for the Line C in Rome. The main subsystems
are:
a) The Central ATC, that has no safety criticality functionalities, allowing to manage the
circulation of the trains,
b) The wayside Signalling equipment room (SER) that controls the position of the trains and
communicates to the on-board system the authorisation to proceed to the next zone. It
guarantees the correct distance between trains,
c) The on-board systems that receives the speed and the distance from the wayside and has
two subsystems: the ATO that drives the train at the desired speed stopping at the stations
and the ATP that computes the braking curves to stop the train in any emergency situation.
In normal condition the ATO drives the train while the ATP stays in the background.

Figure 6: ATC architecture for a driverless metro
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In a metro line the fire management systems is of great importance. In particular the ventilation
systems and the emergency evacuation procedures are strongly related to safety because they
describe what to do in order to save the passenger lives in the occurrence of a fire. However even
when a train stops for a failure it is important to define the best strategy to drive safely the people
to the station.

4.3.2 Normal behaviour and emergency behaviour in presence of fire
In normal condition the train is operated in full automatic mode stopping in the stations and letting
passengers entering or leaving the train.
It is not in the scope of this document to list all the possible faulty conditions of a driverless system
but to concentrate on the evacuation procedures with or without a fire alarm.
In the scenario where a train is stopped in a tunnel and cannot be recovered it is necessary to
evacuate all the passengers. These procedures can be supported by assistants that direct people
along the emergency path and help people with mobility problems. The passenger information
systems and all the panels will help to manage the situation.
When the evacuation happens in presence of fire the ventilation system will create a route free
from smoke to let people evacuate through the emergency exits.
Air for the air barriers
Shaft Pb

Shaft Pa

Driving direction
Platform

Fresh air direction

Platform screen door

Vehicle with fire or smog

Smoke Barrier

Passengers evacuation

Figure 7: Evacuation strategy for a train with fire
Figure 7 shows the evacuation strategy defined in the driverless Metro: when a train with fire stops
in the station there are air barriers that avoid the smoke to enter the station allowing for a safe
shelter for passengers. When the burning train stops in a tunnel the ventilation system makes fresh
air flows through two shafts creating a smoke-free path for passengers.
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4.3.3 Safety, availability and cost evaluation
For a very complex application like this one there are several choices that can be evaluated with a
safety analysis. We will consider the evacuation in presence of fire, where there is a link between
safety and cost, and the evacuation without fire, linking safety and availability.
As we said if there is an assistant on-board the evacuation will be shorter and people with reduced
mobility can be helped to reach the protected area. As a driverless system could operate without
any assistant it is important to estimate the optimum number of assistants that can guarantee a
certain level of safety at the lowest cost.
Another dangerous scenario to consider is a train stopped along the line for a fault. In this case the
hazard is that some passenger forces the door to open and falls on the rails while there is another
train approaching. The mitigation is to stop the trains also on the other track but this, of course,
worsens the availability of the system.
In the appendix C there are description and values of main parameters impacting the scenarios.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this document we have presented some typical railway scenarios. First we identified the main
characteristics of a scenario in order to identify those that represent the widest possible range of
real life applications. Then we chose three applications at different levels of complexity focusing on
the human factor.
For all of them we considered the normal behaviour and the faulty behaviour and which
evaluations are important to address. The WP 4.3 will apply the methods identified in WP4.1 in
order to complete these evaluations.
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6. APPENDIX A
The parameters impacting the risk evaluation have been introduced in chapter 4.1.3. Some of
these parameters (train traffic on the line and the maintenance time) can be considered variable
because are those that can be fixed by the manager of the line. For the others we give here a
synthetic overview
Signal functionality
The signal in the scenario is a three lights signal where
-

Red, means “stop before the signal”. It can be passed after authorisation of the Control
Centre reducing the maximum speed to 30 km/h for the next section,

-

Yellow, typically when the next section has a red signal so the speed should be
regulated by the on board system to stop in 1350 meters,

-

Green, when there are at least 2 sections free before a red signal (at least 2700 meters
before a stop).

When the signal is turned off, for instance for a malfunction, the driver should consider it like a red
signal.
Layout
A signal can protect a piece of station or a line. In general in a station there are more than one
possible route and a signal malfunction can be overcome easier than on a line where it could be
impossible to find another route (single track line) or reduce the functionality (on a double track
line).
In the scenario we imagine a double track line in the suburban of Paris region of Saint-Lazare

Figure 8: Map LAJ line
For the other parameters we refer to internal documents of ASTS to assess that the single signal
power supply can be considered with a failure rate of 300.000 hours. If there is a redundant
configuration the MTBF reaches the 10 million hours. The failure rate of the driver can be seen in
the document [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.] and it is estimated as 4
*10E-4.
The 4.3 deliverable will start from this scenario to perform a risk assessment in which different
solutions are considered with respect to the number of signals, the traffic on the line and the
different maintenance policies.
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7. APPENDIX B
The scenario for the ERTMS application is the Roma-Napoli High Speed Line that is long 204 km,
has a top speed of 300 km/h and has a traffic in rush hour of 6 trains/hour (as seen on websites of
train operators, Trenitalia.com and Italotreni.it, for November 13, 2017) with a capacity of 24
trains/h (see Figure 9)

Figure 9: High speed line Roma-Napoli
The GSM-R system was provided by Sirti that did not published the reliability data. However for the
analysis it is more interesting to consider a sensitivity analysis that can be applied to all the
system.
We are not interested in all the communication errors but only in those that are recoverable in a
short time. Actually we start to limit the time a train is blind to a maximum of one minute; after this
period the train must stop and all the faults that are not recoverable in less than one minute are
useless for this analysis.
The sensitivity analysis will then consider
a) Frequency of the faults: from a fault every 1’000’000 hours to a fault every 100 hours at
steps of x10,
b) Duration of unavailability: from 1 seconds to 60 seconds following logarithmic progression
that is 1,2,5,10,20,50 seconds.
The scope of the analysis is to evaluate the best value of the time to optimize the safety and
the availability on the basis of the fault characteristics.
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For the broken rail error we consider the standard 10E-9h value [Fehler! Verweisquelle
konnte nicht gefunden werden.].
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8. APPENDIX C
There are several types of driverless metro and several parameters affecting the way a metro
reacts to a fire accident. In general we can consider metro capacity (number of passengers for
train, average speed, headway), topology (single or double track for channel if in tunnel, length
section between two escape paths, etc), efficiency of ventilation system, behaviour of people either
in evacuation (assisted or unassisted) either in case of unexpected stop
The parameters to choose for the scenario are:


4 wagon carrying a total of 400 people, fleet of 20 trains



3 minutes of headway.



80km/h of maximum speed



30 km/h average



400 meter maximum length of fire escape path



The ventilation system can keep for 30 minutes the tunnel free from smoke in case of fire
[6]



The evacuation need 20 minutes at worst in presence of an attendance [Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]



Without assistance the evacuation needs 20 minutes for 90% of people. The remaining
10% is made by people with reduced mobility and will need 40 minutes [Fehler!
Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]



On this line the historical data report a fire accident every 10 years [Fehler! Verweisquelle
konnte nicht gefunden werden.]



Another important parameter is the probability that a train stops along the line. It is
estimated in 2,25 10-3 ev/hour [Fehler! Verweisquelle konnte nicht gefunden werden.]



The report of RSSB [6] estimates as 10E-4 the probability of a dangerous behaviour of
passengers leading to open doors and fall on the rail

In order to consider the cost of the assistants to cover all the trains we have to consider a 20
hour metro line and people/shift ratio of 2, that is for 3 shift covering 20 hours we need 6
people (per train). The cost of the single assistant can be considered of about 100K€/per year
If other parameters will be needed they will be evaluated during the development of deliverable
D4.3
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